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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer has created a customer-specific internal object in
Organizational Management. How can you customize the
relationships between this new object and objects delivered by
SAP?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Response:
A. Create an allowed relationship between objects.
B. Configure either the A or B relationship.
C. Add your new object type to the customer specific table.
D. Configure both the A and B relationships.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
When you attempt to login your one-X Communicator using TLS it
fails displaying a Login Error:

"The security certificate required for login is not installed.
Please contact your support team." What must be done to fix
this error?
A. Install the Certificate Authority certificate that signed
Avaya Aura Session Manager's (SM) Identity certificate into the
Trusted Root Certificate Authorities on the PC.
B. Export the identity certificate from Avaya Aura Session
Manager and Import it into the PC using copy and paste.
C. Install the SM Identity certificate into the Trusted Root
Certificate Authorities on CM.
D. Import the Identity Certificate from the Security menu of
the one-X Communicator.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Privacy Protection Act of 1980
A. Deals with obtaining stoed electronic communication from an
ISP.
B. Deals with Unlawful Access to Stored Communications.
C. Deals with seizure of work product intended for publication.
D. Deals with unreasonable workplace searches of computers.
Answer: C
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